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ABSTRACT
Speranza, Nicholas A. Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright

State University, 2021. Adaptive Two-Stage Edge-Centric Architecture for Deeply-Learned
Embedded Real-Time Target Classification in Aerospace Sense-and-Avoidance Applications.

With the growing number of Unmanned Aircraft Systems, current network-centric architectures present limitations in meeting real-time and time-critical requirements. Current
methods utilizing centralized off-platform processing have inherent energy inefficiencies,
scalability challenges, performance concerns, and cyber vulnerabilities. In this dissertation,
an adaptive, two-stage, energy-efficient, edge-centric architecture is proposed to address
these limitations.
A novel, edge-centric Sense-and-Avoidance architecture framework is presented, and a
corresponding prototype is developed using commercial hardware to validate the proposed
architecture. Instead of a network-centric approach, processing is distributed at the logical
edge of the sensors, and organized as Detection and Classification Subsystems. Classical
machine vision algorithms are used to detect and produce a region of interest. The region
of interest is then segmented and fed to the Classification Subsystem to be classified using
optimized neural networks. A compressed frame from the Detection Subsystem, along with
the region of interest and classification results from the Classification Subsystem, can be
sent to the Ground Control Station to produce an Artificial Intelligence enhanced view to
increase operator comprehension.
Experimentation and testing indicate this approach is feasible for real-time operations
supporting throughput of at least three 4K frames per second. Additionally, on-platform detection and classification can occur without offloading large amounts of imagery to ground
processing, thereby reducing unnecessary network transmissions and associated energy
consumption. The sufficient processing frame rate effectively eliminates any hover during
sensing processing, demonstrating how the architecture can reduce energy consumption
iii

for battery-powered electric unmanned aerial vehicles. This novel approach opens new
opportunities to reduce power consumption in future electric transport systems and meet
real-time, safety-critical requirements in Unmanned Aircraft Systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Worldwide internet usage is the most pervasive it has ever been as our planet has become
more digitally interconnected today than at any time in history. Digital electronic devices
are extremely prevalent. Silicon is present in everyday objects that just decades prior would
have seemed absurd. Internet of Things (IoT) devices are becoming integrated and common
in households. Communicating with someone on the other side of the globe is just a click
or tap away. Across all continents, the population using the internet has continually trended
upwards from 3.4 billion in 2016 [58] to 4.388 billion globally in 2019 [31]. As more and
more developing countries acquire internet access, global access and bandwidth usage will
only continue to increase.
Existing network infrastructure and data processing techniques will have to adapt to
meet growing demand. Concurrent with increased bandwidth demand, battery and charge
efficiency has increased, while sensor Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) has decreased. This
has allowed sensors and Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) footprints to be reduced and integrated into nearly every conceivable device. Until recently, the idea of an
embedded system or device also performing Artificial Intelligence (AI) or Machine Learning (ML) functions was not possible due to SWaP constraints and computation complexity.
By adding intelligence to an edge device, you open the possibility to enhance embedded

1

systems with AI-augmentation. This research explores the feasibility of such an integrated
approach.

1.1

Background of the Problem Area

Given the abundance of sensors and, therefore, the abundance of data available to be consumed by humans, United States Air Force Lieutenant General David Deptula was led to
make the statement: [we are] “drowning in data and swimming in sensors” [39]. While one
can understand the difficulty the military faces to interpret and make high-risk decisions
on sensor data, this is not a problem exclusive to national defense or hostile environments
[45, 44]. One such sensor platform of increasing interest in both military and civil domains
is the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) [24, 59]. The total number of UAVs being used for
commercial and military applications is expected to dramatically increase over the next 20
years [49]. One can foresee the massive amounts of data produced by a UAV package delivery system or an unmanned, Uber-like passenger transit service. Humans are particularly
poor at multitasking, absorbing large amounts of data, synthesizing what is important, and
making decisions on that data. There is prime opportunity to apply automation, artificial
intelligence, and machine learning principles to aid in the human decision-making process
and to reduce human workload.
The integration of UAVs into the already complicated United States National Airspace
System (NAS) is a daunting and serious task [46, 18, 22]. There is no room for error, given
the safety-critical nature of the NAS. Safety-critical systems are categorized as systems
that have potential for loss of life, environmental contamination, and/or property damage.
Some of these include medical devices, aircraft systems, weapons, and nuclear systems
[32]. Additionally, the airspace system can be busy, technical, and a challenging operating
environment. The NAS is very mature and has been operating in largely the same manner
for decades. The integration of UAVs into the NAS will be a major shift in how the NAS op-
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erates, and will lend itself to full automation or AI-enhanced, Human-In-The-Loop (HITL)
operation.
UAVs are typically referenced as a subsystem of a greater Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS). A UAS usually consists of one or more UAVs, a Ground Control Station (GCS),
and a communications link between the ground and the vehicle(s). Both the United States’
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Department of Defense (DoD) have adopted
the term UAS in their unmanned system roadmaps [56, 65]. This nomenclature remains
consistent within other governing bodies, such as the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) [62]. This document will use the term UAV when referring to the unmanned
platform and UAS when referring to the system as a whole.
One major problem that needs to be addressed is scalability. When considering a
simple UAS with just a small number of UAVs, the problem may not be initially evident.
Consider the scenario in which a large online retailer wishes to deploy a vast distributed
network of unmanned air delivery vehicles. A hypothetical system might have many data
links from all the UAVs to data centers for image processing, flight planning, guidance,
delivery scheduling, HITL monitoring, and even Sense-And-Avoidance (SAA) processing.
As such a system scales up to have larger numbers of UAVs spread out geographically, there
is no longer sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the network traffic needed to perform
these time-critical functions at a data center. As a UAS scales up, latency becomes a major
concern. A system may not be able to maintain time-critical thresholds if there is excessive
latency or non-deterministic delivery of network traffic. A single UAV close to a GCS
with optimal bandwidth availability might be able to utilize a GCS for all data processing,
but this becomes increasingly difficult, or impossible, as the system scales. However, this
scalability problem is not present in all IoT devices and embedded systems. Generally,
IoT devices are not time/safety-critical, and latency does not become a concern unless user
experience and usability suffers. A cloud-based, smart-plug could probably afford a few
hundred millisecond propagation delay or latency performance hit, and it would go largely
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unnoticed by the casual user. These sorts of delays are unacceptable in a safety-critical
system where timing and reaction time is paramount.
An additional, related problem of focus is considering the real-time requirement of a
typical SAA subsystem on a UAV. A mature, fielded system would almost certainly have a
hard timing requirement that cannot be reliant on sending high resolution imagery, video,
and sensor data back to a data center to be processed. The maturity of battery-powered
UAVs is also enabling the practical deployment of UASs. This widespread expansion
opens up new commercial and civil applications, but also presents a need for innovation
to address the growth of large-scale deployment and densely populated fleet operations.
One complexity is assuring operational success and safety while maximizing flight time
and time between battery charges. A UAV cannot wait for an avoidance command if a potential accident is imminent. Knowing this time-critical requirement, the aim is to provide
a potential solution to tackle this challenge.

1.2

Problem Statement

There are five main shortcomings in UAV SAA systems when they are fielded in large
scale.
1. The system will produce enormous amounts of data to be consumed by human operators. This may be impossible to adequately consume without automation processing
present on the platform.
2. As these UAV systems scale, bandwidth and latency limitations prohibit systems
from being reliant on data centers to perform off-platform processing.
3. SAA systems must meet real-time requirements for safety and time-critical processing, which cannot be performed by off-platform processing.
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4. The dependency on network infrastructure increases the vulnerability to hostile cyberattacks.
5. Current network-centric UAS architectures are not energy efficient, which reduces
applicability to electric and battery-powered UAVs.
These five problems lend themselves to leveraging an adaptive, two-stage, deeplylearned approach, coupled with edge computing techniques, for a potential solution.

1.3

Contribution of the Research

In this dissertation research, a novel SAA architecture is proposed, and a corresponding
prototype framework is designed, developed, and integrated. This prototype framework
demonstrates the feasibility of using an adaptive, two-stage, edge-centric model in place
of a typical, single-stage, network-centric model. Embedded deep learning performed onplatform for real-time target classification is enabled by pushing key processing functions
to the edge of the sensing devices. The prototype’s subsystems are evaluated for computation performance, inference accuracy, and power efficiency. This is highly relevant given
the expansion of automated cars and UAVs, both of which rely on expedient reactions to
support time-critical functions and energy efficiency.

1.4

Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 examines the state of the art in the
problem space. The various problem areas are studied, and current techniques and limitations are summarized. Chapter 3 details what is proposed in this dissertation, describes
what has been completed, and how the work will address all of the problem areas. Chapter 4 describes, in detail, the prototype and overall high-level system design and subsystem
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architectures. Chapter 5 explains the initial feasibility study and experimentation on the
architecture while presenting initial processing and power efficiencies over current methods. Chapter 6 examines the potential flight dynamic implications and power reductions
for UAV operations. Chapter 7 describes the enhanced, custom target classification models
that expand on baseline models. Chapter 8 will conclude the dissertation by summarizing
the key contributions of this research and potential future work.

1.5

Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations

The study and research is limited to test data and imagery from Visual Meteorological
Conditions (VMC). Basic VMC is defined as at least 5 Statute Miles (SMs) of visibility
and ceilings greater than 3000 ft. Above Ground Level (AGL). Depending on the operating airspace class, the minimum visibility and cloud clearances vary [4]. Of course,
using a vision-based Electro-Optical (EO) sensor precludes any flight testing or test data in
Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) from making sense for this application. The
ideal scenario vignette consists of clear skies or overcast, gray-scale, mostly monochromatic skies with minimal background clutter.
The main focus of this research is the sensing portion of a SAA system. Specifically
this work is focused on utilizing EO supplied imagery. Other research and contributions
could serve as the potential solution for the avoidance portion of a SAA system.
The phrase “real-time” is commonly used to describe the characteristic of practical
SAA systems reacting in a deterministic, timely manner to incoming sensor data and, subsequently, executing an avoidance maneuver. In the absence of a specific, hard real-time
requirement, the phrase is used in this document to describe a hypothetical, near real-time
requirement.
Collected test data are from two forward facing Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS)
EO cameras with overlapping Field of View (FOV). Objects are only considered when
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within the FOV of the cameras. This prototype is designed with the intention to expand
with additional cameras and to be extensible.

1.6

Conclusion

This dissertation will work to improve the state-of-the-art in SAA systems when they are
scaled up and require time-critical function support. By decentralizing data flows and pushing deep learning processing to the edge, the reaction time of a SAA, target classification
system can be reduced. The objective of this dissertation is to offer a novel, feasible, integrated solution to solving a real-world, big data problem such as one that arises in a UAV
SAA system.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1

Historical Background

This literature review discusses the scholarly foundation upon which this body of work
will rest. The review will elaborate on the current developments and state of the art in
SAA system architectures, and recent developments in edge-centric computing. The focus will be on the latest advancements in machine vision sensing and deeply-learned target
classification. Strengths, weaknesses, limitations, and areas for improvement will be addressed. Based on the outcome of this literature study, the goal is to demonstrate that this
dissertation will offer a feasible, novel contribution to advance the state of the art.
The use of UAVs has increased dramatically in both recreational and commercial sectors. The commercial sector, especially, is expected to grow significantly in the next decade
[49, 10, 8] as online retailers and merchandise business models grow to adopt remote, unmanned deliveries [19]. Other emerging markets are unmanned passenger taxi service,
pipeline inspection, wildlife management, law enforcement, emergency services, and news
reporting.
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2.2

Sense-and-Avoidance Systems

Since man has achieved powered flight, pilots have relied on their vision system as an input
mechanism to their decision-making processes, which are then turned into flight control inputs. These flight control inputs serve many purposes during the duration of a typical flight,
such as maneuvering for near-airfield operations, enroute navigation, and safety-of-flight
avoidance maneuvers. As technology has advanced in recent years, airborne platforms
and sensor payloads have begun shrinking. This has allowed for airborne platforms small
enough or intelligent enough to obviate the need for a human being on-board operating the
vehicle. Operationally, this brings many benefits, as Mcfadyen and Mejias point out [40].
The platform can stay airborne beyond human physiological limits and allows for operating
within contested, hostile environments without risk of loss of life. It also introduces many
complexities, chief of which is guaranteeing the intended mission purpose can be achieved
successfully and safely. Without a human on board, one cannot rely on human vision, perception, and cognition. Most commonly, there is reliance on vision-based sensors [11] and
a host of other means, such as radar, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), and acoustic
sensing [52, 27] to detect potential collisions and enable the vehicle to perform avoidance
maneuvers.
Figure 2.1 shows the major research areas related to SAA systems. This diagram was
adapted from Fasano et al. and expanded. [21]. This literature review will address SAA
architectures, sensing systems, and target classification. Conflict detection and avoidance
will not be addressed in this dissertation. There are numerous qualified researchers doing
highly relevant work in these areas that could be adapted to address these topics within
the proposed framework. This literature study is not focused on specific algorithms or
implementations; rather it is focused on generic frameworks and architectures in which
any algorithm could be utilized.
SAA systems are designed to mimic human vision systems in the absence of a human
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Figure 2.1: Basic Taxonomy of Sense-and-Avoidance Systems.
aboard the vehicle. There are two classic types of SAA systems, as noted by both Hottman
[25] and Mcfadyen [40].
1. Cooperative systems, which rely on two-way communication between another entity,
i.e., GCS or aircraft.
2. Non-Cooperative systems, which do not require any two-way communication and
most closely resemble a human SAA system.
Common scenarios illustrating these two types of SAA systems are shown by Fasano
et al. in their survey of SAA for UASs [21]. The following scenarios illustrate a single
UAV interacting with the world around it. However, these scenarios fail to illustrate how
these models fare should the UAS scale up to larger numbers of UAVs.

2.2.1

Off-Platform Detection and Avoidance

The first scenario shown in Figure 2.2 shows a sensing UAV, with either Cooperative or
Non-Cooperative sensing resources, sending sensing information to a GCS for conflict
10

detection and avoidance decision. The avoidance command is sent via a Command and
Control (C2) datalink back to the UAV for execution.

Figure 2.2: Sense-and-Avoidance Scenario 1. Based on [21].

Advantages
Offloading processing to a ground-based processing entity simplifies much of what makes
embedded systems difficult; namely, SWaP constraints [21]. Centralized infrastructure is
often easier to maintain and sustain when scaled to large numbers. Having a GCS connected
to the UAV via a C2 datalink enables HITL operation, either human-assisted or fully human
operated.

Limitations
A major limitation with this approach is the GCS performs all data processing. To keep up
with the required data transmission bandwidth, as well as transmission power consumption,
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lower fidelity sensors must be used. To demonstrate this scenario, Huh et al. created a
framework implementation but were limited to using a singular 640 × 480 pixel camera
[27]. This camera gave average detection distances of 60–70 m and a sensor view angle
of 70°. The authors noted that a higher resolution camera would certainly improve this
detection distance and field of view, but were limited due to bandwidth constraints. This
problem would only intensify as the system scales up to include multiple vision sensors per
platform and many UAVs within the UAS.
While waiting on centralized network latency, an electric UAV is forced to unnecessarily consume battery power by loitering and waiting on avoidance or guidance commands.
Furthermore, an electric UAV could be forced to hover or loiter while on-platform SAA
processing is executed if processing performance is not sufficient.
An off-platform architectural approach is also completely dependent on ground-based
infrastructure being in place across all operational environments. This could be expensive
to guarantee due to remote operating areas and a potentially vast geographic landscape.
A C2 link is also highly susceptible to topological features, i.e. mountainous terrain, that
could break Line-of-Sight (LOS) and disrupt communication [27, 21]. In a safety-critical
and time-critical environment, this disruption poses a difficult challenge.

2.2.2

Ground-Based Detection and Avoidance

The second scenario portrayed in Figure 2.3 describes a ground-based sensor sending sensing data to a ground-based processing entity. This processing entity sends avoidance commands to the UAV via a C2 datalink. This describes a relatively unintelligent UAV that
only responds to commands and does no sensing or processing on-board. Moore describes
a scalable framework for radar-based detection, tracking, and identification for the problem space in his thesis [42], but this hardware would be largely non-conformal to SWaP
requirements for small electric UAVs. Junaid et al. demonstrated a charging station tracking algorithm where all guidance command processing was performed on the GCS [30].
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Autonomous ground-based detection and avoidance for UAVs is an extension of how
the airspace system works already. Currently, in the human-centric airspace system, ground
and air-based sensors, such as radar, Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcasting (ADS-B),
and transponders are used as data sources for human operators and air traffic controllers. If
a potential collision is observed, Air Traffic Control (ATC) will issue a deviation and initiate a radio transmission for the aircraft to maintain visual separation from observed traffic.
It would be up to human operators on-board an aircraft to perform the requested avoidance
command successfully. In a fully, or partially, automated ground-based system, the human
is removed from the vehicle and is thereby reliant on automated mechanisms to detect and
execute avoidance commands.

Figure 2.3: Sense-and-Avoidance Scenario 2. Based on [21].

Advantages
Ground-based sensing systems are very robust, mature, and already widely adopted. The
United States has been using radar for decades in some capacity in the NAS. ADS-B is
a much newer technology and is still being adopted across the globe. It serves a similar
13

purpose as radar, but with improvements in efficiency and availability [43]. Ground-based
sensors are robust and accurate due to little to no SWaP constraints.

Limitations
Ground-Based systems that issue avoidance commands suffer from many of the same limitations as Scenario 1. Geography can play a critical role in both ground-based sensor
placement and communication LOS. LOS need not be required if the UAS is dense and
robust enough to support cooperative sensing and message passing. In this case, another
UAV could relay an avoidance message if the LOS was broken between the intended UAV
and the GCS. Similar precedent exists for relaying voice communication in the present-day
airspace system which has been demonstrated in emergency situations or when topological
factors play a role in loss of communication.

2.2.3

On-Platform Detection and Avoidance

Lastly, the third scenario illustrated in Figure 2.4 describes a fully autonomous UAV requiring no C2 datalink to a GCS. The UAV uses on-board sensors and processing resources for
detection, tracking, conflict resolution, and avoidance execution. A Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) implementation in 2008 was demonstrated by Dennis et al. [20]. More
recently, with advances in general-purpose compute power, there have been numerous advances in applying this same idea to common compute hardware, as Al-Kaff et al. does in
[5] with a monocular image sensor. As another example, Lyu et al. [38] used an ARM®
based DM8168 media processor on their unmanned helicopter prototype. In these examples, a singular sensor was used, with little thought given to how these methods would scale
for many sensors on-platform, or with regard to power consumption.
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Figure 2.4: Sense-and-Avoidance Scenario 3. Based on [21].
Advantages
This methodology is most desirable when the UAV needs to maintain safety-critical and
time-critical requirements. Bandwidth restrictions, latency, and propagation delay are kept
to a minimum when all processing resides on the platform itself. This approach can guarantee geographic or topological factors do not play a role in disrupting system continuity.

Limitations
Without a C2 datalink, there is no possible way for human intervention or monitoring. To
fully remove a human from the processing loop is a lengthy validation and testing effort,
especially for an airborne safety-critical system. This scenario may not be affected by the
same scaling limitations that overshadow scenario one in Figure 2.2 and scenario two in
Figure 2.3. However, it poses a new scalability question. Namely, how does the sensing
system scale if you wish to increase the number of sensors on-platform? A significant
number of studies demonstrating these types of systems are simple platforms using a single
sensor or, at most, two sensors.
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2.3

Edge-Centric Computing

Edge-Centric Computing, also known as Edge Computing, was first coined in 2002 associated with Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [51]. Since then, it has gained prominence
as a highly relevant research area due to the explosion of powerful computing devices at
the user-facing end. IoT, automobile automation, mobile devices, and big data have also
been driving forces in recently focused research efforts.
Edge Computing is defined as a distributed computing paradigm in which there is intentional shifting of computation, services, and processing away from the central core of
the cloud to the logical extreme edge of the devices that produce the data [37]. This approach reduces bandwidth and response times on the compute edge. M. Satyanarayanan
calculated that bandwidth reductions can be as steep as six orders of magnitude smaller for
a large-scale system [61]. Lopez et al. showed that centralization eventually does more
harm than good by stifling novel human-centered design and innovation that blurs the lines
between man and machine. There is also enormous computational power available at the
edge that is wasted by shipping all data to be processed in the centralized data centers.
Since most edge applications involve social and human constructs, few researchers have
begun applying edge computing techniques to UAVs. One of the few teams to do so, M.
Pinto et al., have created a mathematical feasibility model to investigate edge computing
cooperation between multi-vehicle power consumption and network latency [50]. They
showed that latency limitations could be overcome by multi-UAVs using edge-centric architecture principles. While this was shown on paper, an actual demonstrable framework
or prototype was not developed. Chen et al. simulated and developed an energy efficient
edge architecture framework for multi-UAV operations. This work was focused on using
intelligent algorithms to share and offload processing to nearby UAVs [15].
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Figure 2.5: Centralized Cloud Model (Left) Versus Edge-Centric Computing (Right) [37].
Advantages
P. Lopez et al. details five areas in which Edge Computing excels [37]. The five core areas
and summaries of the advantages are listed below:
1. Proximity. It is more efficient to communicate and distribute information between
close-by nodes than to use centralized intermediaries. Lopez et al. also states that
Edge Computing enables predictable latency and real-time processing [37].
2. Intelligence. Autonomous decision-making and AI-assisted technologies are further
enabled at the edge.
3. Trust. Security is enhanced by keeping sensitive information contained on the end
compute nodes and limiting data transmissions within the cloud. For example, Manin-the-Middle attacks would be reduced within the network fabric [57].
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4. Control. Managing applications, delegating computation, and coordinating resources
becomes easier at the edge.
5. Humans. Edge Computing puts data processing closest to humans, thereby increasing possibility for human-centered designs.

Limitations
While Edge-Centric Computing gives many benefits, it is not without challenges [48]. One
of the biggest challenges presented are compute and hardware constraints. Embedded hardware is more limited in compute power than ground-based hardware. Current challenges
require the developer to be resourceful and deliberate when creating sensing systems to run
on an edge device. There is need for improvement in this area to create frameworks which
take the burden off the developer and aid in the creation of new, novel, edge-centric sensing
algorithms and methods.

2.4

Sensing Systems

Sensing System is a general term describing the data flows or methods associated with
detecting the presence or absence of a specific object. Sensing systems, in the context
of SAA systems, generally follow a similar architecture. In current research, a sensor,
or sensors, provide input to a detection subsystem. This subsystem could be resident onplatform [20] or reside in a centralized data processing center located on the ground [27,
38]. The detection subsystem performs image processing using various algorithms that are
tailored for the application, desired sensing range, and target vehicle. For example, Hu et
al showed in their framework implementation[23] detection ranges of 80–90 m for shortrange detection applications. Another algorithm for mid-range detection was demonstrated
successfully at 412–564 m by Lai et al. [33] and a much longer range at approximately
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6.5 km by Carnie et al. [12]. However, this longer-range detection algorithm is targeted for
sensors typically found on manned aircraft with greater payload capability.
Once detection occurs, various other algorithms could be next in the data flow pipeline,
such as threat evaluation and motion planning [38, 67]. Yu and Zhang summarize that
the typical SAA process typically begins with a sensing system and is then followed by
decision making, path planning, and path following. There are numerous algorithms that
could be employed in any of those functions as noted in [67]. That, however, is not the
focus of this literature review. This research will focus on directing efforts to a much less
common function residing fully on-platform, Target Classification.

2.5

Target Classification

Target Classification is a term describing the ability to assign a class or category to a detected object. This is notably different than the terms Target Detection and Target Identification.

Figure 2.6: Sequence of Progressively More Granular Assignment. Adapted from [7].

In Figure 2.6 one can see the sequence of assigning a more granular term or label to
a detected object. In general, when moving left to right within the diagram, applicable targeting labels become more specific. In the Detection phase, it is simply known something
exists. In the Discrimination phase, discrimination occurs to determine relevance about that
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object. In the classification phase, there is attempt to apply a general category to the object.
In the recognition phase, the granularity increases to determine or establish membership
in a known set. Finally, in the Identification phase, establishing the absolute identity of an
individual object within a class of known elements is sought[7]. The classification level of
granularity is of most interest for this literature review and dissertation.
For a SAA system employing target classification, one might assign the labels “Airplane”, “Helicopter”, “Bird”, “Balloon”, etc. to objects that are detected. The implication
here is that once the category or classification of object is known, an avoidance maneuver
could be customized to the scenario at hand. For example, if a balloon is detected, a prediction can be made about the path of the incoming object and the time available for an
avoidance maneuver, and so on. Knowing the classification of a detected object would also
be important information in an AI-enhanced, human-assisted operating environment.
Target classification has been applied in many applications with many different sensor
sources. The three major classification categories covered in this document are GroundBased methods, Computer Vision methods, and Artificial Intelligence methods.

2.5.1

Ground-Based Methods

Currently, in the NAS, Ground-Based methods, such as radar coupled with ADS-B and
transponders, are used to classify and identify targets. Target classification can be performed using solely radar, as E. Moore demonstrated by detecting, tracking, and classifying targets in his thesis [42]. Target classification has also been applied to post-processed
radar data [43] and high-frequency radar [7]. Target classification of Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) imagery was shown to be very successful as a ground-based classification
method [17]. While these ground-based methods are wellstudied and certainly have room
for improvement, the state of the art in this particular area will not be advanced in this
proposed research.
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Advantages
Ground-based methods are the most mature and are very accurate due to minimal SWaP
constraints leading to reduction in sensor fidelity and limited compute capacity.

Limitations
Ground-based classification methods suffer from many of the same latency and bandwidth
restrictions as a ground-based SAA system. As a system scales to many UAVs within, bandwidth will become a major limitation. Successful, ground-based classification methods are
normally produced using very heavy sensors that are not easily mounted or miniaturized
for unmanned systems, such as a robust ground-based radar system.

2.5.2

Computer Vision Methods

Extracting classification data from images or video using computer vision techniques has
a long history. Lipton, Fujiyoshi, and Patil [34] demonstrated in 1998 it was possible to
use image-based properties to detect, track and classify objects either as a vehicle, human,
or background clutter. Since then, there have been numerous advances with vision-based
object classification becoming more common and well-researched. Ali et al. [6] showed a
practical vision-based classification methodology for industrial applications that required
real-time operations. As shown by Ali et al. [6] and Carnie et al. [12], these vision-based
methodologies require specialized image processing, numerical, and statistical methods
which can be computationally complex. In this publication [6], the classification was limited to primitive shapes and not more complex objects, such as an aircraft. Bratanov et al.
[11] demonstrated a vision-based SAA on a ScanEagle UAV, but all data was processed on
the ground using Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Lyu et al. [38] and Huh et al. [27]
demonstrated a vision-based SAA system for a small unmanned helicopter. Their implantation utilized all ground-based processing to exercise their vision-based detection. Huh
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et al. [27] demonstrated a complete ground-based processing framework that utilized a
vision-based detection and avoidance ability.

Advantages
Vision-based sensors are a great fit for UAV applications since they meet low cost, low
weight, and low power consumption requirements. Therefore, machine vision classification
methods are relevant to the UAV operational environment if they can be made efficient
enough to run on-platform.

Limitations
As with any edge or mobile device that is frequently reliant on a limited power source,
creating efficient methods for machine vision-based classification is a challenge.

2.5.3

Artificial Intelligence Methods

Since ML and Deep Learning (DL) have become actively researched subfields of AI, ML
and DL have been applied to many datasets and problem areas. In particular, applying ML
and DL to imagery is of interest for object classification. There has been significant prior
work in this area applying Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to numerous data sets
[63, 14]. Most of these existing methods include rigorous training periods on significantly
large datasets. Furthermore, performing inference can be a time-consuming process, especially when accuracy is critical. In a scenario where accuracy and inference times are both
critical, the algorithm becomes tricky to strike an appropriate balance between the two.
Deep learning-enhanced Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) has been applied to
infrared night vision images by Tanner and Mahalanobis [64]. There have been applications of DL applied to SAR by Chen et al in [17]. A notable, image-based algorithm with
both high accuracy and fast inference times is You Only Look Once (YOLO) [55, 54] by
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Redmon et al. This method improves on existing algorithms Single Shot Detector (SSD)
[36] and DarkNet [53]. YOLO is a viable candidate for near real-time object classification. These methods all use vision-based imagery and have been improved upon to make
considerations for running on computationally limited embedded systems, or being potentially performed on-platform [68, 66]. There have been significant contributions out of the
Queensland University of Technology [28, 29, 40, 41] in applying deep learning to UAV,
vision-based SAA systems. They demonstrated their deep CNN method for Beyond Lineof-Sight (BLOS) and below horizon detection of aircraft [41]. The BLOS methodology is
designed for long range detection to give the most time for detection, processing, and generating avoidance command. The detected aircraft will be a long distance away, 2527 m on
average, as shown by [28]. The detected region of interest will be extremely small, or only
a few pixels. This serves as inspiration for the proposed approach in chapter 3.
In this research, advancing current methods using ML or DL applied to images from
an on-platform camera in near real-time applications are of most interest.

Advantages
CNNs and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are both prevalent and dominate DL use
cases for UAV applications. Given that these are ideal for feature extraction in images
from vision-based sensors, it makes operational sense. CNNs and RNNs excel at learning
high-level representations of sensor data, such as images from cameras.

Limitations
As noted by Carrio et al. in their review of DL methods for UAV applications [13], the
biggest limitation and challenge is the computational and energy consumption cost of performing on-platform object classification. There is a need for more efficient frameworks,
methods, and algorithms to accommodate hard and near real-time processing of target classification.
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2.6

Conclusion

In conclusion of this literature review, the different types of SAA architectures, their advantages and limitations, and various implementations that exist in the current state of the
art were summarized. Edge-Centric Computing was shown to be highly relevant, given its
advantages, and is under-researched when applied to SAA Systems. Sensing systems were
shown to follow a typical data flow pattern which does not usually include on-platform,
target classification. A few state-of-the-art target classification methods were summarized
with a focus on ML and DL methods for object classification. Current research was shown
to have limitations and room for improvement within current frameworks and methodologies for on-platform detection and target classification.
It has been shown to the best of the author’s knowledge no published work has demonstrated extending the current state-of-the-art SAA architectures to include both on-platform,
two-stage sensing and deeply-learned target classification using an edge-centric architecture. In the next chapter, it is shown how the proposed architectural approach will offer a
novel contribution by addressing each of the main section areas in this literature review.
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Chapter 3
Proposed Solution
In Chapter 2, a summary was provided of the different SAA architectures with their limitations, advantages, and areas for improvement. This information, in light of the edge
computing concept, sensing system architectures and their associated data pipelines, coupled with a deeply-learned target classification scheme, serves as the basis of the proposed
solution. A novel, adaptive, two-stage, edge-centric architecture for aerospace SAA applications is proposed. See Figure 3.1.
Within this framework, a target classification subsystem is added to the sensing system pipeline. The two-stage, edge-centric approach is constructed by first performing
first-stage, on-platform, target detection using classical machine vision techniques. The
approach continues by utilizing a second-stage, on-platform, target classification method
using deeply-learned methods on variable sized Regions of Interest (ROIs). The approach is
made adaptive by tailoring the deeply-learned classifier to the appropriate ROI size. Classification operations are dispatched to distributed computing resources on-platform logically
close to the sensor to assure timely processing and to address the time-critical requirements
of a SAA system. A hybrid SAA architecture is introduced by establishing a datalink to a
GCS, in which target classification data can be sent to the ground for situational awareness
in a human-assisted environment.
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of Sense-and-Avoidance Systems with Proposed Adaptive, TwoStage Architecture.

3.1

Limitations Addressed

This proposed approach fuses edge-centric computing techniques with a novel, adaptive,
two-stage architecture, while addressing the following limitations:
1. Real-time functions and time-critical requirements are not well supported by current
SAA architectures due to bandwidth and latency constraints.
2. Existing architectures do not facilitate current needs to scale for supporting large,
congested, widely distributed UASs.
3. There are no current architecture frameworks poised to provide a solution to solve
the growing big data problem with UASs.
4. Current architectures do not easily provide human-in-the-loop, AI-enhanced operation.
5. Heavy reliance on a centralized network infrastructure increases cybersecurity risks.
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6. Present network-centric architectures are not energy efficient for electric and batterypowered UAVs.
This dissertation is aimed at addressing the limitations of scenario one in section 2.2.1
and scenario three in section 2.2.3 by proposing an adaptive, two-stage, edge-centric framework. In these scenarios, a major limitation is the lack of bandwidth to support real-time
and time-critical processing that a UAV requires. By pushing all time-critical processing to
the edge (i.e., on-platform very close to the sensor aperture), it is believed network congestion can be sufficiently relieved and latency reduced to support near real-time operations.

Figure 3.2: Proposed Sense-and-Avoidance Architecture with Target Classification Subsystem and Artificial Intelligence Enhanced Ground Control Station.
Figure 3.2 shows the addition of target classification processing on-platform logically
close to the sensor. Additionally, there is a wireless datalink added to provide an AIenhanced GCS. One of the benefits of edge-centric computing techniques (as noted in
the literature review in Chapter 2) is that human-centered designs are strengthened. This
research seeks to advance this notion by sending target classification data, along with sensor
data via the wireless datalink, to the GCS. Temporal-spatial correlation and sensor fusion
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occurs on the GCS to provide an AI-enhanced view and greater situational awareness to a
human monitor.

Figure 3.3: Typical Data Pipeline.

Figure 3.4: Proposed Data Pipeline with Target Classification Subsystem.

A traditional, vision-based sensing system data pipeline is maintained while adding an
adaptive, deeply-learned target classification subsystem. Figure 3.4 shows the additional
subsystem in the pipeline. Current state-of-the-art data pipelines are modeled after Figure 3.3, in which additional subsystems would follow a detection algorithm, such as track28

ing or avoidance. By adding a target classification subsystem after the detection subsystem,
the overall system is further enhanced to produce classification data in near real-time with
limited compute resources. This is achieved by first detecting an object and segmenting the
image frame to be a very small ROI. The classification of a very small region of the image
frame can be performed quickly with high probability of successful inference. The small
ROI will generally translate to a long detection range, providing the largest feasible amount
of time to perform inference and process a potential avoidance maneuver. In general, it is
desired to detect an object as early as possible to allow for the greatest amount of time
to process and execute any anti-collision algorithms, and thereby avoid any unnecessary
hover or loiter.

3.2

Conclusion

Along with a careful literature review, a complete prototype was developed using COTS
hardware. Custom software was written to model each subsystem. Chapter 4 dives into
technical details of the entire prototype architecture, subsystem designs, sequencing, and
data flows.
This proposed framework allows for easy integration with existing detection and classification algorithms optimized for rapid inference. In an effort to complete and baseline the
prototype system, a simple yet efficient computer vision method of detection is used within
the Detection Subsystem. The Classification Subsystem utilizes COTS Microsoft Custom
Vision to train and export a generic deeply-learned model. The baseline prototype uses
a generic target classification model to perform classification on airborne targets. Initial
validation, feasibility study, and experimental tests have been performed on the framework
design using a large data sample collected from representative 4K camera sensors. Initial
testing shows that this adaptive, two-stage architectural approach is both feasible and practical for distributed, real-time processing. Initial results proving the baseline architecture
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will be discuss and summarized in Chapter 5.
The baseline target classification algorithms have limitations that are addressed by
training custom classifier models. These custom models are compared against the baseline
framework in chapters 6 and 7.
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Chapter 4
System Architecture
In this chapter, a detailed overview of the entire proposed architecture is described, followed by a summary and diagram of each major subsystem. Implementation details, data
flows, data and metadata packet descriptions, sequence diagrams, network diagrams, and
block diagrams will be presented.

4.1

Overall Architecture

The overall architecture consists of four major subsystems. Three subsystems reside onplatform; the fourth would remain off-platform as a traditional ground station. Since this
is a prototype in continued development, wired or wireless Local Area Network (LAN)
connections are used to simulate communication between the subsystems in lieu of a more
appropriate datalink. The four major subsystems are:
1. Sensor Subsystem (on-platform)
2. Detection Subsystem (on-platform)
3. Classification Subsystem (on-platform)
4. Ground Control Station Subsystem (off-platform)
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The three on-platform subsystems communicate via a wired Ethernet connection,
while communication with the off-platform subsystem is connected via a 2.4GHz wireless Ethernet link.

Figure 4.1: Hypothetical Physical Arrangement of Subsystems and Sensing Hardware.

Figure 4.1 shows the hypothetical physical arrangement of subsystems and sensing
hardware. This is the overall architecture concept modeled with the prototype. In this
scenario, two forward facing 4K cameras are mounted on the vehicle. These cameras
feed 4K images into the Detection Subsystem to be processed using conventional image
processing and machine vision techniques. Once a ROI is identified to contain a potential
target, it is sent to the Classification Subsystem to be processed. Sequentially, it sends
a compressed version of the original 4K frame containing this ROI to the GCS for offplatform viewing. Once the Classification Subsystem classifies the object within the ROI
using a deeply-learned CNN, it forwards the ROI with the associated classifier metadata
to the GCS via a wireless datalink. The GCS performs spatial-temporal correlation on the
original frame from the Detection Subsystem with the ROI and classifier metadata from the
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Classification Subsystem for AI-enhanced viewing.
In lieu of actual sensing hardware or cameras, the sensor is emulated via image sequence playback within the Sensor Subsystem. Figure 4.2 shows the logical arrangement
and high-level data flows of each subsystem. In addition, Figure 4.3 shows a sequence
diagram outlining the major interactions of each subsystem.
Item
Laptop (x3)
Network Switch/Router

Description
HP Omen X 17-ap010nr
Linksys EA6350 AC1200

Table 4.1: Description of Commercial Hardware.
The prototype has been designed and assembled using ordinary COTS hardware. This
has enabled rapid prototyping at a low cost. Model details of the hardware used are listed
in Table 4.1. High-performance laptop computers were used for development, integration,
and testing. These computers, coupled with a wired/wireless router, serve as the simple
prototype hardware. The network connections of the prototype are detailed in Figure 4.4.
Wired connections simulate inter-subsystem connections present on-platform, while wireless connections are utilized to simulate the datalink to the ground.
Also, another variation of networked prototype hardware was used for data collection
and experimentation. While functionally the same, it is worth distinguishing that both
a three PC and two PC prototype were used for data collection. This dissertation will
describe which setup was used for collection when results are presented.

4.2

Sensor Subsystem

The Sensor Subsystem was developed to stimulate the Detection Subsystem without requiring physical camera hardware. By using images from previous data collections sam33

Figure 4.2: Top-Level System Diagram.

Figure 4.3: Top-Level Sequence Diagram.
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Figure 4.4: Prototype Network Diagram (3 PCs).

Figure 4.5: Prototype Network Diagram (2 PCs).
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pled from representative cameras, the emulated Sensor Subsystem can playback an image
sequence on a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) port as if it was a real sensor.
Image sequences were identified with and without any airborne aircraft present to
serve as test data for the prototype. In Figure 4.6, the image sequence is fed one image
at a time through an OpenCV and NumPy conversion process to pack the binary data in
a format suitable for transmission. Once the image is packed in an array, it is sent over a
TCP socket to the Detection Unit. This process is repeated until the entire image sequence
has been transmitted.

Figure 4.6: Sensor Subsystem Block Diagram.

4.3

Detection Subsystem

The Detection Subsystem was designed and developed to process a 4K image frame and apply conventional machine vision algorithms to detect an object within the frame. Figure 4.7
gives a top-level view of this subsystem and its inputs and outputs.
The Detection Subsystem ingests a stream of raw binary 4K images. As the subsys-
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tem receives each frame across a TCP socket, it commences processing. The prototype
subsystem first performs image subtraction on adjacent frames. This result is converted to
grayscale and absolute difference is taken, followed by performing thresholding, dilation,
erosion, and edge detection. Once the edges of the object are detected, contouring occurs
to determine the proper ROI size. These ROI sizes are either 20 × 20, 50 × 50, 100 × 100,
or 200 × 200 pixels, depending on the object size. The ROI is formatted and processed to
be sent to the Classification Subsystem. Figure 4.8 shows what a typical ROI might look
like just prior to being sent to the Classification Subsystem. The full raw frame which contained the object of interest is compressed to be more efficiently sent off-platform to the
GCS Subsystem.

4.4

Classification Subsystem

The Classification Subsystem is an on-platform dispatcher framework enabling target classification in real-time. Figure 4.9 shows the overall, top-level design of this subsystem
with its associated data and processing flows. This subsystem ingests a TCP stream of
small ROIs from the Detection Subsystem. The received processing block runs continuously, checking the TCP port for incoming data. Once an ROI is completely received, it
is preprocessed to be dispatched to the appropriate deeply-learned classifier. The inferred
results are packaged into a Metadata Packet (See Figure 4.12) and sent, along with the
original ROI image data, to the GCS Subsystem. An inference result contains a list of
probabilities that the object contained within the ROI is a match to any of three categories.
The three possible targets analyzed and inferred within the dataset are aircraft, balloons
(hot air balloons), and birds.
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Figure 4.7: Detection Subsystem Block Diagram.

Figure 4.8: Region of Interest from Detection Subsystem.
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4.4.1

Dispatcher

Currently, in the prototype implementation, the dispatcher construct of Python is utilized
to create a method of distributing inference to four different classifier algorithms. This dispatching method is not truly multi-threaded, given Python’s use of the Global Interpreter
Lock (GIL); however this approach simulates a complete multi-threaded implementation.
A fully multi-threaded or parallel implementation would bring efficiencies and speed increases beyond the current prototype framework.

4.4.2

Deeply-Learned Classifier Models

In an effort to initially complete a prototype and perform a capability assessment, the Classification Subsystem was designed, architected, and implemented to to be modular. Modularity is critical for the Classification Subsystem to utilize classifier models from different
sources without the overall architecture changing. In the prototyping effort, baseline models were trained to characterize performance and prove feasibility. Once these baseline
metrics were obtained, customized classifier models were subsequently trained to refine
and improve performance and gather additional data for analysis. Additional details describing the enhanced, custom models will be presented in chapters 6 and 7.

Baseline Models
Each of the four deeply-learned classifier algorithms were created and trained using Microsoft Custom Vision [60]. In the rapid prototyping effort, the ability to quickly train
deeply-learned models using cloud-based methods was utilized. Once a neural network
was trained, the corresponding model was exported as a .pb (protobuf) file. This protobuf file contains a graph definition and associated label weights that can be easily ingested
using TensorFlow and utilized within Python code.
Microsoft Custom Vision training methods have limitations that were addressed in
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subsequent work. Among the limitations were:
1. Little to no insight is provided to the user about the neural network structure used.
2. Not optimized for small images or ROIs.
3. Algorithms are intended for general classification and identification purposes.
4. Inference tends to be neither time nor energy efficient.
When an ROI is fed to the appropriate classifier model (either baseline or enhanced),
inference is performed on the image and an inference probability and label match are generated. This information is packaged into a Metadata Packet, along with a corresponding
Data Packet containing the ROI, and passed to the Send Processing Module to be sent to
the GCS Subsystem.

4.5

Ground Control Station Subsystem

The term GCS is a bit of a misnomer since, as implemented, no control of the vehicle is
provided in this current framework. The term GCS is the broadly adopted term for the
ground portion of a UAS. Therefore, this prototype framework includes this to maintain
continuity with current algorithms, implementations, and architectures. The GCS framework includes only a one-way datalink enabling the AI-enhanced display, and would need
future enhancements to support a datalink robust enough to provide HITL operation.
In the prototype framework the GCS Subsystem is the only component residing offplatform. This component utilizes a wireless datalink connection to receive compressed
raw image frames from the Detection Subsystem and small ROIs along with classification
metadata from the Classification Subsystem. Figure 4.10 shows a block diagram of the
subsystem design.
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Figure 4.9: Classification Subsystem Block Diagram.

Figure 4.10: Ground Control Station Subsystem Block Diagram.
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Once a compressed frame from the Detection Subsystem and an ROI frame from
the Classification Subsystem are received on the GCS, they are processed spatially and
temporally. The Correlation and Sensor Fusion Engine examines timestamps from the
Metadata Packets and overlays the ROI on top of the compressed raw frame to create an AIenhanced displayable image. This aggregate image includes textual classification metadata
to provide a human operator situational awareness about the type of object detected and
the probability of inference. In Figure 4.11, a sample shows how the AI-enhanced display
appears within the prototype framework utilizing the Correlation and Sensor Fusion Engine
to overlay a classified ROI over a raw image frame.

Figure 4.11: Ground Control Station Sample with Artificial Intelligence-Enhanced View.

4.6

Data and Metadata Description

There are two types of data sent over the network within the prototype framework. These
are binary image data and metadata. Figure 4.12 gives a pictoral view of the set of fields
that comprise each type of data packet.
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4.6.1

Data Packet

Image data is sent as binary data in a simple data structure. This allows for minimal processing and requires no special data headers to be removed or processed. All receive processing mechanisms utilize receive buffer sizes that are defined in the Metadata Packet to
eliminate any socket handshaking and reduce Round-Trip Time (RTT). Figure 4.12 shows
a Data Packet which contains only binary image data.

4.6.2

Metadata Packet

There are useful and necessary metadata associated with the imagery passed between subsystems. In particular, once large images and ROIs arrive at the Ground Control Station,
it is necessary for the correlation engine to accurately associate target classification results
with the correct frames. Because of this, a Metadata Packet structure was created with
commonly used fields. This Metadata Packet structure remains consistent throughout the
framework regardless if the fields are used. If the fields are not used, they are populated
with zero. Below, in Table 4.2, is an explanation of each field of the Metadata Packet.
Field
ROI Size
ROI Coordinate: X
ROI Coordinate: Y
Classifier Result
Classifier Probability
Time Stamp
Camera Number
Image Size

Description
Width and Height of the ROI in Pixels
X-Coordinate Denoting Upper
Left-Hand Coordinate of ROI
Y-Coordinate Denoting Upper
left-Hand Coordinate of ROI
Type of Object Detected. This Corresponds
to an Enumerated List of Trained labels
(e.g., 1=Airplane, 2=Balloon, etc.)
Accuracy of Result as Reported by
Classifier.
Current System Time from Python Time Package
Camera from which Image Originated
Number of Bytes in Image. Used to Set
Receive Buffer Sizes per Transmission
Table 4.2: Description of Metadata Packet.
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Datatype
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Float
Float
Integer
Integer

The only time the Metadata Packet is not used is between the Sensor Emulator and
the Detection Subsystem. Between these interfaces, only raw binary image data is sent.
Elsewhere throughout the prototype, a single Metadata Packet is always sent proceeding a
single Data Packet. The Metadata Packet describes the Data Packet it proceeds. For cases
where metadata is not applicable, those fields are set to zero and ignored. For instance,
between the Detection Subsystem and GCS, only the Time Stamp and Camera Number
fields are used, and the other fields are ignored.

4.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, the overall architecture was described by giving a high-level overview. Each
subsystem was broken down into major components and illustrated with block diagrams.
Interfaces, data flows, data sequencing, and network configurations were characterized by
diagrams. Additionally, the framework’s Data and Metadata Packet structure was shown
and described with field descriptions. Next, in chapter 5, initial experimental results from
the baseline architecture will be provided and discussed.
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Figure 4.12: Data Structure Definition.
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Chapter 5
Baseline Architectural Experimental
Results

5.1

Experimental Tests

The initial feasibility study and experimentation was performed using the hardware described in Table 4.1 and arrangement described in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.3 shows the notional overall sequencing and data flow through each of the subsystems within the prototype
framework used in the experimental tests. 4K test imagery was captured with representative sensors located on the ground aimed towards the departure end of an active runway.
Baseline classifier models were trained, validated, and tested in this experimentation as a
proof of concept.
An experimental methodology was employed for this research. By first developing
an experimental prototype, scenarios and tests with various datasets and classifier models
could be subsequently be executed. Repeatability was a key driver in choosing this research
methodology as well as the ability to collect real-world results, make observations, perform
analysis, and report resultant data.
In the experimental testing, three main scenarios were examined and are described
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below:
1. A main operating scenario in which no target is detected. This would be the steadystate case for the majority of the UAV’s operating time. Images from on-board sensors are fed to the Detection Subsystem for object detection. The Classification Subsystem is exercised only when an object is detected. During steady state operation
no wireless datalink is utilized to the GCS.
2. Close target scenario in which a target is detected within approximately 1,000 ft of
the sensor.
(a) A full frame image is not processed on platform and the entire image is sent to
the GCS for classification processing.
(b) A full frame image is processed via the edge-centric approach split between
Detection and Classification Subsystems. A ROI is created by the Detection
Subsystem and target classification is performed on platform.
3. Far target scenario in which a target is detected approximately 1,800 ft beyond the
sensor.
(a) A full frame image is not processed on platform and the entire image is sent to
the GCS for classification processing.
(b) A full frame image is processed via the edge-centric approach split between
Detection and Classification Subsystems. A ROI is created by the Detection
Subsystem and target classification is performed on platform.
The scenarios were executed as described and all timing results are recorded in Table 5.1.
In addition to recording timing measurements, an open-source measurement tool [1]
was adapted to record Central Processing Unit (CPU) utilization within subsystems. This
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4K

Detection
Processing
Time (seconds)
0.145

Classification
Processing
Time (seconds)
N/A

4K

N/A

1.6

ROI

0.124

0.15

4K

N/A

1.08

ROI

0.127

0.21

Scenario

Target

Target Description

Resolution

1

None

2a

Close

2b

Close

3a

Far

3b

Far

Image with no target present
High-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimated
∼400 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,000 ft away
against cloudy uncluttered background
High-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimated
∼400 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,000 ft away
against cloudy uncluttered background
Low-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimated
∼600 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,800 ft away
against overcast uncluttered background
Low-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimated
∼600 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,800 ft away
against overcast uncluttered background

Table 5.1: Test Cases and Timing Results.

tool records CPU utilization at a specified interval of a specified Process Identification
(PID) to a log file. All test data was collected at 100 ms intervals. CPU affinity was set
prior to each test run to limit each PID to utilize only Core 0 for fair comparison among
test runs.
The first scenario examined is the steady state case in which no target is perceived
within frame. In this scenario, the Detection Subsystem is continually invoked with a
stream of images. Figure 5.1 shows the CPU usage for running the detection algorithm on
a single 4K frame.
The data presented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrates the second scenario where
the Detection Subsystem is bypassed and images from the sensor are fed directly to the
Classification Subsystem. This data shows the CPU usage and processing duration at nearly
100% load for the duration of the process lifespan. This data presented in these figures and
Table 5.1 shows target classification on 4K images takes 1.08 seconds for the close target
and 1.6 seconds for the far target which are both too slow to be practical. At this processing
rate, a sensor would not be able to supply images to the Classification Subsystem and meet
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Figure 5.1: Processor Utilization: Detection Subsystem, No Target.

Figure 5.2: Processor Utilization: Classification Subsystem, Close Target, 4K.
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Figure 5.3: Processor Utilization: Classification Subsystem, Far Target, 4K.

real-time requirements.
The data produced in Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 shows that distributing the processing load among different subsystems and pushing the processing to the edge lowers overall
processing time. These graphs show a rapid spike to 100% CPU load but for a much shorter
duration. Even when Detection and Classification run sequentially processing time is reduced when pushing target detection and classification close to the edge of the sensing
boundary. Processing time is reduced by a factor of 5.8 for the Far Target scenario and 3.2
for the Close Target scenario. Given these experimental timing results, this framework can
support real-time operations with frame rates at around six frames per second for the Far
Target and about five frames per second for the Close Target as the Detection and Classification subsystems are running in parallel. This is especially crucial given the time-critical
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Figure 5.4: Processor Utilization: Detection Subsystem, Close Target.

Figure 5.5: Processor Utilization: Detection Subsystem, Far Target.
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Figure 5.6: Processor Utilization: Classification Subsystem, Close Target, Region of Interest.

Figure 5.7: Processor Utilization: Classification Subsystem, Far Target, Region of Interest.
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nature of sense-and-avoidance systems.
Representative images from the Close Target test case are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.
Far Target test case images are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Figures 5.8 and 5.11 show
an entire full-frame image with a very small portion of the image that is of interest to the
Classification Subsystem. Figures 5.9 and 5.12 show a much smaller region which can
have target classification applied much more efficiently on-platform.
Finally, once imagery has been transmitted to the GCS, an AI-enhanced view is produced using the compressed background frame, ROI, and classifier result metadata to improve image comprehension. Sample images of the Ground Station for both the Close and
Far target scenarios are provided in Figures 5.10 and 5.13.

5.2

Data Transmission Efficiency

Inevitably, within a UAS, some form of data will need to be sent to a GCS. In this prototype,
both the Detection and Classification Subsystems send imagery to the GCS to provide an
AI-enhanced view to increase image comprehension. Given the realistic necessity of data
transmission in a UAS, it is important to examine the power efficiency of this edge-centric
approach. The prototype uses a 2.4 GHz wireless Ethernet link to send imagery to the
GCS; however, it is reasonable to assume that such a fielded system might operate using a
4G LTE network.
The following equation, as shown by Huang et al. in [26] in their classical paper
on network power consumption, models the basic 4G LTE power consumption for data
transmission:
P = αu tu + αd td + β,

(5.1)

where αu tu represents the power consumed during an up-link transmission, αd td repre53

Figure 5.8: Close Target: Full Frame.

Figure 5.9: Close Target: Region of Interest.

Figure 5.10: Close Target: Artificial intelligence Enhanced Ground Control Station.
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Figure 5.11: Far Target: Full Frame.

Figure 5.12: Far Target: Region of Interest.

Figure 5.13: Far Target: Artificial Intelligence Enhanced Ground Control Station.
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Far

Close

2b

3b

Close

2a

Far

None

1

3a

Target

Scenario

4.12

N/A

5.83

N/A

File Size
from Detection
(Mbits)
N/A

0.108

316.14

0.48

368.3

File Size
from Classification
(Mbits)
N/A

Table 5.2: Data Transmission Power Consumption.

Image with no target present
High-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimate
∼400 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,000 ft away
against cloudy uncluttered background
High-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimate
∼400 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,000 ft away
against cloudy uncluttered background
Low-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimate
∼600 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,800 ft away
against overcast uncluttered background
Low-wing aircraft on departure upwind leg
of standard traffic pattern of runway 25. Estimate
∼600 ft above ground level (AGL), <1,800 ft away
against overcast uncluttered background

Target Description

3,234.89

50,576.8

3,560.43

59,709.07

1,288.04

Power
Consumption (mW)

sents the power consumed during a down-link transmission, and β represents base power
consumption with zero throughput.
In this prototype, αu tu will be zero since there is no data sent to the UAV. In the
scenario where no targets are detected, base power consumption will persist as noted in
Table 5.2. Power consumption is calculated based with an assumed 3 frames per second
throughput.
Overall, the edge-centric approach offers power reductions by limiting large data
transfers for off-platform viewing. By first performing on-platform detection and sending a compressed frame with a very small full resolution region of interest, the overall
architecture can reduce network power consumption by a factor of approximately 15.

5.3

Conclusions

In this initial baseline experimentation, three basic operating scenarios were examined and
executed. Overall, the prototype system can support frame rates of 3 frames per second
which is vital to meet real-time requirements. During each scenario, CPU utilization and
processing time were recorded, graphed, and compared. Overall processing time was reduced by using the adaptive, two-stage, edge-centric approach splitting detection and classification into subsystems. Processing time was reduced by a factor of 5.8 for the Far Target
Scenario and 3.2 for the Close Target Scenario. Based on file transfer sizes between onboard and ground based subsystems, power consumption was calculated for the different
scenarios. Calculations showed network power efficiency improved by a factor of 15 when
utilizing this edge-centric approach.
Overall, by pushing processing to the edge of the sensing device, reductions in processing time and network power consumption are feasible and realistic. Therefore, this
approach opens new opportunities to reduce power consumption in future electric transport
systems and meet real-time requirements for SAA systems..
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Next, in Chapter 6, further experimentation is performed using an improved prototype
with custom classifier models. Further power efficiency gains and potential UAV flight
impacts are studied and described.
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Chapter 6
Architectural Impacts to Power
Efficiency

6.1

Experimental Tests

In the previous chapter, baseline performance of the prototype was characterized. In this
chapter, the architecture is further studied by replacing the deeply-learned COTS classifiers
with custom-built, trained models.
The experimentation was performed using the hardware and network setup described
in Figure 4.4. Figures 4.2, 4.7, and 4.9 show the notional overall sequencing and data flow
through each of the subsystems within the prototype framework. Two different deeplylearned neural networks were created, trained, and validated to test the edge cases (20 × 20
and 200 × 200) prescribed in the Classification Subsystem architecture in chapter 4. Training and validation data of three different classes was supplied (aircraft, balloon, and bird);
hence a classification result will consist of three different probabilities mapping to these
categories.
Also, presented are results using Microsoft Custom Vision baseline classifier models
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# of Neurons

N/A
N/A

Model Dimensions

200 × 200
200 × 200

Network Design

5
5

Model Size (MB)
0.0336
39.5

Input File Size (MB)

Resolution
200 × 200
4208 × 3120

Input Image

N/A
N/A

Detection
Processing Time (seconds)
over 50 run average

0.277
1.22

Processing Time (seconds)
over 50 run average

Table 6.1: Baseline Microsoft Custom Vision Models.

53, 23, 24
53, 23, 24

Accuracy (aircraft%, balloon%, bird%)

Classification

in Table 6.1. These models were created by uploading training images and exporting a
model to be used within this framework. There is minimal insight into the overall arrangement of the underlying network, but they serve as a baseline from chapter 5 for comparison.
4K test imagery of aircraft at varying distances was captured with representative sensors located on the ground aimed towards the departure end of an active runway. Specific
test cases were targeted from this data set while collecting processing time and classifier
accuracy results.

6.1.1

Proposed Edge-Centric Two-Stage Adaptive
Detection-Classification Approach

As described in chapter 4, the Detection Subsystem utilizes a classical OpenCV object
detection technique. The Classification Subsystem uses optimized classifiers trained with
segmented images to match the intended input ROI size. These subsystems work in concert to enable real-time target classification that can support approximately three frames
per second in the framework. Using solely OpenCV object detection methods, without a
Classification Subsystem in the data flow pipeline, eliminates the ability to classify a target.
Furthermore, a full 4K resolution frame that was determined to contain one or more targets cannot be sent to the Classification Subsystem for processing and maintain real-time
capability and accuracy of a smaller, focused classifier. Referring to Table 6.2, a 4K image processed through the Classification Subsystem took much longer to process. At this
delayed processing rate, the architecture could not keep up with the sensor frame injection
rate. This also becomes impractical from a power consumption standpoint.
In Table 6.2, row one shows the result of a full 4K image being downsampled and
then inputted into the 200 × 200 model. This takes 1.06 seconds and has an accuracy
of 58%. Conversely, in row two, a 200 × 200 ROI is first produced by the Detection
Subsystem, instead of being downsampled, is then inputted into the 200 × 200 model.
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The processing time is 0.163 seconds and achieves an improved accuracy of 77%. This
represents a 19% improvement in accuracy by avoiding the downsampling, while at the
same time reduce the processing time from 1.06 seconds to 0.163 seconds. An alternative
approach is to transmit the entire 4K image off-platform for processing where there are
little processing constraints. This approach, however, not only increases data transmission
power consumption unnecessarily but also further increases processing latency as shown in
chapter 5.

Effect on Flight Dynamics
Liu et al. [35] described the typical operating speed for a piston UAV to be between 4752 m/s. Ostler et al. [47] determined, after flight-testing a small, electric UAV, the typical
speed to be around 15 m/s. In a typical operating environment for a UAV, and depending on
airspace class, oncoming manned aircraft could be traveling as fast as 250 Knots-Indicated
Air Speed (KIAS) or 128 m/s. Figure 6.1 describes the various classes of airspace in the
United States and related speeds for Small Unmanned Aircraft System (sUAS). Other international airspace systems generally follow a very similar structure since International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) sets the international governance and standard for airspace.
Ground speeds and closure rates could be even faster accounting for winds aloft. Given
these basics speeds, a typical vehicle could travel as much as 128 m, or approximately
420 ft, in a second. One can see these conditions could dictate the sensing UAV might
have to stop forward flight to avoid a collision if the hazard is not spotted at sufficient distance, or if processing cannot occur quickly enough. Figure 6.2 shows the comparison of
two operating conditions, with and without sufficient processing, to support continuous forward flight. One second of hover time is used as an approximation of target classification
processing time based on the results in Table 6.2.
Based on the processing time for both approaches in Table 6.2, a reduction of clas62
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# of Neurons

40,551
40,551
65,475

200 × 200
200 × 200
20 × 20

Network Design

Model Dimensions
0.355
0.355
0.552

Model Size (MB)
46
0.0336
0.000983

Input File Size (MB)

Resolution
4208 × 3120
200 × 200
20 × 20

Input Image

N/A
0.2
0.2

Detection
Processing Time (seconds)
over 50 run average

Table 6.2: Custom Deep Learning Models.

1.06
.163
0.141

Processing Time (seconds)
over 50 run average

58, 20, 22
77, 11, 12
77, 11, 12

Accuracy (aircraft%, balloon%, bird%)

Classification

Figure 6.1: National Airspace System Depiction [9].

sification processing time of about 40% was realized when using the Two-Stage Adaptive
approach.
Another benefit of this distributed subsystem approach is multiple targets can be detected from a single image frame. Each target will have a ROI segmented and sent to the
Classification Subsystem to be processed in parallel. Each ROI will have the original resolution maintained with no compression or downsampling occurring. This retains maximum
fidelity and image detail in the ROI provided to the Classifiers while non-critical portions
of the image are compressed for GCS use. Compressing images prior to off-platform transmission reduces power required to transmit large 4K frames which is shown in chapter 5.

6.1.2

Parallel Multi-Size Classifier Approach

In addition to utilizing a Two-Stage, Adaptive Detection-Classification approach, a dispatched multi-sized classifier is used within the Classification Subsystem. A dispatcher
design pattern is used to allow multiple classifiers to be initiated and run in parallel. This
design allows for multi-target tracking and classification in congested air traffic environments. Using the multi-size approach increases the speed at which target classification can
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Figure 6.2: Flight Profile Comparison.
be applied. This method is effective by supplying a small, focused ROI and not examining the entire 4K frame. This reduces overall classification processing time by a factor of
approximately six while still increasing accuracy by 19%, as shown in Table 6.2. When
working in conjunction with the Detection Subsystem, approximately three frames per second can be processed. This is critical for practical applications involving battery powered
UAVs. A faster process operating on a small ROI allows for the earliest possible classification and maximum time for avoidance maneuver. This also enables a tailored avoidance
maneuver based on the target class and its anticipated flight path. This permits the UAV to
have maximum steady-state forward flight and minimizes unnecessary course corrections
and the associated power consumption. Using the collected results in Table 6.2, the optimized 20 × 20 and 200 × 200 models outperform the Microsoft Custom Vision baseline
models in Table 6.1, in both processing time and accuracy.
Performing target classification on a very small ROI is feasible on a battery-powered
UAV as presented in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.2. This approach using small, modular, com-
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Figure 6.3: 20 × 20 Region of Interest.

pact neural networks is a more deployable architecture for small battery-powered UAVs
with very limited power. There is minimal processing overhead to classify a small ROI. In
the case of both 20 × 20 (e.g., Figure 6.3) and 200 × 200 (e.g., Figure 6.4) ROIs, these can
be segmented by the Detection Subsystem and processed by the Classification Subsystem
to maintain throughput of around three frames per second. Increasing the ROI size from
20 × 20 to 200 × 200 increases average processing time by only less than 20 ms. Using a
4K image directly without the Detection Subsystem is not feasible based on experimental
results from the first entry in Table 6.2. This approach is too slow to keep pace with realistic
sensor frame rates and support continuous forward flight.

6.1.3

Implications on Power Efficiency and Consumption

The architecture described here allows for real-time target classification by reducing the
processing time to allow for continued flight while processing occurs. To illustrate this
fact, consider the two following scenarios presented in Figure 6.5:
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Figure 6.4: 200 × 200 Region of Interest.
1. The first scenario demonstrates a Non-Adaptive Classification Approach without a
Detection Subsystem which a UAV is in forward steady-state flight and the on-board
sensor sends a 4K image frame to have target classification applied. This process
takes 1.06 seconds according to Table 6.2. During this processing delay, the UAV
must stop forward flight and hover to avoid any catastrophic collisions. Once the
target is classified, the UAV can resume forward flight until the next sensor frame is
presented for processing.
2. The second scenario demonstrates the proposed Adaptive, Two-Stage, Edge-Centric
Detection-Classification Approach in which a UAV is in forward steady-state flight
and the on-board sensor is sending 4K frames to the Detection Subsystem for processing. Once an object is detected in a frame, a ROI is presented to the Classification
Subsystem for target classification processing. According to Table 6.2, this process
takes under 200 ms (actual averages between 141 ms and 163 ms depending on ROI
size). While this processing is occurring, the UAV continues forward flight and is not
required to stop to hover.
Some assumptions are made to illustrate the approach within a limited scenario to
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Figure 6.5: Flight Time Scenarios for Varying Approaches.
scope and simplify computations. These assumptions are:
1. Instantaneous acceleration and deceleration. In other words, power consumption is
assumed to be equal to steady-state levels during periods of deceleration and acceleration.
2. Altitude is 5 m.
3. No wind or Global Positioning System (GPS) drift requiring course corrections.
4. Payload is considered negligible during hover.
5. Approximately three frames per second can be processed by the Classification Subsystem and maintain real-time operations.
6. UAV-specific flight characteristics and speeds are assumed to match given equations
in [2].
7. Flight can continue while the Detection Subsystem is processing frames. Based on
collected data, it takes 200 ms to process a single 4K frame through the Detection
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Subsystem.
8. Processing power usage is not considered in calculations other than impact on continuous flight. The scope of this chapter is focused on power efficiencies due to
non-essential hover mitigation, not other energy improvements. Other power improvements are discussed in chapter 5.
H. V. Abeywickrama et al. have published two insightful works [3] and [2] developing
a comprehensive model for energy consumption of various phases of UAV flight. Notably,
these models only account for power consumption of the vehicle in regards to flight dynamics. Power consumption of the physical SAA system is beyond the scope of this research.
Extracting two important equations from their papers leads us to the following:

EH = (4.917H + 257.204)t,

(6.1)

describes the energy in Joules (J) consumed during hover for a given altitude H in meters
for a given time t in seconds.

EF = 308.709t − 0.852,

(6.2)

describes the energy in Joules consumed during steady-state forward flight for a given time
t in seconds.
Using equation 6.1, the energy consumed during hover in the first scenario is 298.26 J.
There would also be additional energy consumption for frame processing and the UAV
would not be making forward flight towards completing the task at hand or getting physically closer to its objective. In the second scenario and using equation 6.2, this additional
298.26 J would not be consumed, but would rather be limited to forward flight energy
consumption of 326.379 J in the same given time period of 1.06 seconds plus frame processing. If the UAV is required to stop flight to hover or loiter while target classification
occurs, it is clear this is untenable and not at all practical for any reasonable frame rate.
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6.2

Conclusions

Current state-of-the-art methods for SAA systems consist of a non-adaptive, single-stage
pipeline which are inherently inefficient for battery powered UAVs. This research examined
utilizing a novel Adaptive, Two-Stage Detection-Classification architecture for UAV hover
mitigation power efficiency gains. Other energy improvements beyond hover mitigation
are beyond the scope of this research paper.
An experimental method was utilized to prototype the proposed approach, train lightweight target classifiers, and perform a performance comparison against baseline results. A
robust power model was used to approximate UAV power consumption using the proposed
SAA architecture against the single-stage SAA.
To summarize, the proposed architecture reduces power consumption and increases
efficiency of the SAA system in a three-tiered approach. These three tiers are:
1. Eliminating hover time while processing frames for target classification.
2. Minimizing network downlink transmissions.
3. Improving on-platform processing efficiency.
Firstly, the presented approach enables real-time processing of target detection and
classification for an on-board image sensor, eliminating the need for the vehicle to stop
forward flight and hover during classification processing. Reducing any unnecessary hover
reduces wasted energy consumption and maximizes profitable flight time for the UAV. The
approach demonstrated here eliminates over 298 J of energy consumption for every frame
that is processed.
Secondly, by pushing target detection and classification to the edge of compute, the
need to send vast amounts of imagery to a ground station for processing is eliminated.
Overcoming a network centric UAS architecture improves power consumption by reducing
network datalink transmissions.
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Thirdly, the proposed Adaptive, Two-Stage, Edge-Centric, Detection and Classification Subsystem using classical image processing and deep learning together forms a more
efficient method to apply target classification for an entirely on-platform system. Eliminating the Detection Subsystem from the design makes a stand-alone Classification Subsystem
impractical for a system on a battery-powered UAV with real-time requirements. Therefore,
it is critical that these subsystems work in concert to perform the SAA function. Utilizing
this approach, an approximate 40% reduction in processing time and 19% improvement in
inference accuracy over the baseline classifier models was demonstrated.
Next, in Chapter 7, further details are provided about the focused improvements and
enhancements to the custom deeply-learned classifiers along with discussion surrounding
the training approach, test harness, dataset, and model specifics.
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Chapter 7
Training Custom Models
During the rapid prototyping phase of this dissertation, COTS models were trained and
utilized to gather baseline results. Chapter 5 stated these models had limitations that would
be addressed in subsequent work. This chapter will elaborate on the enhancements to
optimized, custom classifiers that begin to address these limitations. As a restatement, the
baseline models have the following limitations:
1. Little to no insight or control is provided to the user about the neural network structure used.
2. Not optimized for small images or ROIs.
3. Algorithms are intended for general classification and identification purposes.
4. Inference tends to be neither time nor energy efficient.

7.1

Custom Models

In order to classify a detected object as quickly and early as possible, custom models were
created to focus on fast, accurate inferencing on a very small number of pixels. Much
work has been done in the field of neural networks applied to image recognition and object
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classification. Many of the existing algorithms that are considered high performing, such
as YOLO [54, 55, 53], address both detection and classification but are not optimized for
embedded, battery-powered operations on distant targets. The approach presented in this
dissertation needs to be optimized for even smaller ROIs than YOLO provides. YOLO is
quite fast, but not optimized nor intended for an embedded, resource-constrained environment.
As with any research activity, uniformity and repeatability are critical. To achieve this,
a classifier training framework and basic test harness was developed for ingesting training
and validation datasets, training a classifier, performing validation, and exporting the model
as a protobuf (.pb) file. The SAA prototype baseline already utilizes protobuf files so
these new models can be easily imported into the existing architecture. This model could
subsequently be ingested in the SAA system while holding all other variables constant,
which is critical for experimentation.

7.1.1

Use Case

The most ubiquitous use case (as described in Chapter 5) for the SAA is the steady-state
case when no object is detected in the image frame. In this case, the Classification Subsystem is never invoked. However, in a typical use case when an object is detected, an
object generally first appears small and is very far away. That is to say, the airborne object
in question will usually be a very small number of pixels when detected and tend to get
larger within the image frame as it is overtaken, approaches in flight, or becomes a collision hazard. Therefore, it is desirable to detect and classify an object as early as possible;
care must be taken to strike a balance between object detection sensitivity and excessive
power consumption.
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7.1.2

Related Work

There have been significant contributions out of the Queensland University of Technology
[28] [29] [40] [41] in applying deep learning to UAV vision-based SAA systems. They
demonstrated their deep CNN method for BLOS and below horizon detection of aircraft
[41]. The BLOS methodology is designed for long range detection to give the most time for
detection, processing, and generating avoidance command. The detected aircraft will be a
long distance away, 2527 m, on average, as shown by [28]. The detected region of interest
will be extremely small, or only a few pixels. While this demonstrated methodology only
performs object detection, it serves as inspiration for the proposed approach to take this
further by applying target classification.
In 2018, Chen et al. [16] discussed resource-constrained target recognition applied to
SAR, in which they describe alleviating some resource challenges performing CNN computation by using network pruning, weight sharing, and Huffman coding. This approach
was focused on reducing the training time and resultant model size, but not reducing inference time.
A well-known object detection and classification algorithm called YOLO [55, 54, 53]
is a fast method for performing inference utilizing a small window. While it is very fast,
it was not designed or optimized for small, embedded devices that would be present in
a resource-constrained or SWaP-constrained environment. Zhang et al. seeks to further
optimize YOLO for embedded UAV applications [68]. While a step in the right direction,
this work utilized frame sizes larger than 416 × 416 pixels and utilized a heavy, highpowered NVidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The work described in this chapter seeks to reduce
the input image frame size much further and reduce the network complexity such that
sufficient accuracy is achieved by a very lightweight algorithm.
Instead of applying a singular method, the architectural framework presented in Chapters 5 and 6 blend both computer vision and AI in an adaptive, multi-stage pipeline. This
approach supplies very small resolution, focused areas, or ROIs to the Classification Sub74

system.
This section describes the training, validation, and testing datasets and how they were
created and curated. A description of the overall model structure and specifics for compilation will be provided. A summary of the Training Framework and all data augmentation
techniques utilized will be presented.

7.1.3

Dataset Description

The ROIs used for training, validation, and testing were created from a large dataset of raw
4K images from a representative sensor. The Sensor Emulator and Detection Subsystems
were utilized as an automated dataset culling and cropping mechanism. The full resolution
data set was fed through the Detection Subsystem via the Sensor Emulator, and ROIs were
cropped out to create the training, validation, and testing datasets. Figure 7.1 and 7.2 show
a small sample of what comprises the datasets. When a target was detected, both a 20 × 20
and 50 × 50 ROI were created. This enabled fair comparison for performance metrics when
comparing against baseline models. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the same aircraft detected,
but different size ROIs were segmented.
As a rule, approximately 70% of the curated ROIs were used for training, 20% for
validation, and 10% for testing. All data was of airborne targets (aircraft, hot air balloons,
and birds) against minimally cluttered gray or clear skies. The datasets contained no duplicates and were evenly distributed among the three categories to manage overfitting of the
models.

Figure 7.1: 20 × 20 Example Frames.
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Figure 7.2: 50 × 50 Example Frames.

7.1.4

Model Description

Enhanced, custom deeply-learned models were developed using customized and optimized
Keras sequential models that were trained, validated, and tested within the TensorFlow ML
framework. Figure 7.3 shows a typical arrangement of how a CNN for image classification
in this SAA framework might be structured.

Figure 7.3: Convolutional Neural Network Structure.
The Sequential Model within Keras was chosen for its versatility, simplicity, and ability to quickly customize a CNN. The sequential model is frequently used for image-based
recognition and identification problems. The model was customized to use an appropriate input size, pooling layers, dropouts, densely-connected layers, and a Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) activation function. The network is completed by using a softmax activation
function to normalize the outputs to be a probability distribution. For this research, categories were limited to “aircraft”, “balloon”, and “bird”. Figure 7.4 shows a representative
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Keras sequential model written in Python that characterizes a small sized input with three
possible probabilities as an output.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Conv2D(32, 3, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’,
input shape=(IMG HEIGHT, IMG WIDTH, 3), name=’Placeholder’),
MaxPooling2D(pool size=(2, 2)),
Conv2D(32, 3, padding=’same’, activation=’relu’),
MaxPooling2D(pool size=(2, 2)),
GlobalMaxPooling2D(),
Dropout(0.2),
Flatten(),
Dense(32, activation=’relu’),
Dropout(0.5),
Dense(3, activation=’softmax’)

12

Figure 7.4: Sample Sequential Keras Model.
The models were compiled using the Root Mean Square (RMS) propagation optimization algorithm with a learning rate of .0004. The categorical crossentropy loss function was
used as that loss function is typically used in multi-class classification tasks.

7.1.5

Training Harness

Models targeted for various ROI sizes were trained using best practices for image classification model training. As such, a simple method to repeatedly train and test various models
was desired during the course of this research. A Training Harness was developed to ingest
a dataset, design and build the neural network, train a model, validate it against a validation
dataset, and finally export the trained model as a protobuf graph.

7.1.6

Data Augmentation Techniques

Data Augmentation is a common technique used in image classification to increase the size
of the dataset by manipulating it to include modified copies of existing data, or by creating
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new synthetic data. This can alleviate some overfitting tendencies and help the machine
learning model generalize better.
The training and validation datasets in this research applied a variety of data augmentation techniques. Among them were random rotations up to 45°, random resizing and
rescaling, and random mirroring and flipping of images across the horizontal axis.
While some data augmentation techniques were used in training these custom models,
not all techniques make sense for use cases. For example, image rotations greater than
30–45° do not make sense for the training dataset. Practically, a hot air balloon will nearly
always be orthogonal to the ground. Similarly, general aviation aircraft generally do not fly
in greater than 45° of bank or rotation around the longitudinal axis. While the chance of this
occurring is non-zero, it likely will be very rare. Rotation, in general, is more applicable
for aircraft and birds when compared to hot air balloons. Also, while flipping across the
horizontal axis is appropriate, flipping and mirroring across the vertical axis also does not
make sense for the described use case and all datasets. It is worth noting that while rotations
are acceptable for a portion of this dataset, it is not appropriate for the entire dataset.

7.2

Results and Discussion

The following section compares the optimized models for very small ROIs of size 20 × 20
and 50 × 50 against the baseline model implementation. In Table 7.1, the baseline models
are compared against optimized models with corresponding 50-run averages for processing
time and accuracy.
On the first two rows of Table 7.1, the baseline results presented show Microsoft
Custom Vision models being tested with different sized ROIs containing aircraft. The test
images are neither present in the training nor validation datasets. The baseline models
predict the correct target with 53% accuracy in nearly two-thirds of a second. All baseline
processing times listed are an average of 50 runs. These baseline models are not optimized
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# of Neurons
N/A
N/A
65,475
58,515

20 × 20
50 × 50
20 × 20
50 × 50

Baseline
Baseline
Optimized
Optimized

Network Design

Model Dimensions

Model Type
5.1
5.1
0.552
0.499

Model Size (MB)
0.000983
0.00273
0.000983
0.00273

Input File Size (MB)

Input Image

20 × 20
50 × 50
20 × 20
50 × 50

Resolution

0.671
0.652
0.141
0.142

Processing Time (seconds)
over 50 run average

Table 7.1: Comparison of Models (Baseline vs. Optimized).

53, 23, 24
53, 23, 24
77, 11, 12
76, 14, 10

Accuracy (aircraft%, balloon%, bird%)

Classification

for very small inputs or rapid inference, therefore a processing time of 0.671 or 0.652
seconds would prove insufficient to keep up with a three frames per second requirement
noted in Chapters 5 and 6.
By comparison, the last two rows of Table 7.1 show the lightweight, optimized models
tested against the same set of input images. The processing time is also a 50-run average
and is shown to be reduced by a factor of 4.7 for 20 × 20 and a factor of 4.6 for 50 × 50 over
baseline models. The model size is also reduced by a factor of approximately 10 without the
accuracy suffering negatively. The accuracy, in both cases, is increased by almost 25%. In
addition, insight into the overall neural network structure and neuron density is completely
transparent for the optimized models, which was a major limitation of the baseline models.
With an assumption of minimum viability and supportability being three frames per
second coming out of the Detection Subsystem, these customized models are better able
to meet that performance requirement with improved accuracy on very small ROIs. By
training a custom model on a very specific, constrained dataset, the model is able to better
predict and generalize the limited possible airborne targets that would occur in a typical use
case. These models also offer reduced computation resource consumption and processing
delay over baseline models. A reduction of processing time is critical to support real-time
target classification applied on-platform, but also eliminates the need for large data offloads,
thereby reducing energy consumption.

7.3

Conclusion

In this chapter, the limitations of baseline image classification models were presented. A
description of typical use case and the need for an enhanced, custom classification model
designed for a specific ROI input size was discussed. The typical use case lends itself to a
limited dataset occurring at long ranges, thereby driving a focused, small resolution input
into the model. A Training Harness was developed to aid in the creation of custom models.
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Custom models for input sizes of 20 × 20 and 50 × 50 were trained, validated, and tested
against baseline models, and the results were presented. The enhanced models address the
major limitations imposed by the baseline models and outperform them in both processing
time and complexity, while providing transparency into the underlying Keras sequential
model design. Next, in Chapter 8, the dissertation will be concluded by summarizing
research contributions and suggesting future work.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion

8.1

Overview

In this dissertation, a novel SAA prototype was developed, validated, and shown to be a
viable architecture to address current limitations of the state of the art. In this chapter, a
summary of research contributions and recommended future work is discussed.

8.2

Research Contributions

In this dissertation, a careful literature review was conducted of the state of the art in sensing
systems, SAA systems, and current methods for target detection and classification. Current
methods were shown to pose limitations for system scalability and real-time, on-platform
processing on battery-powered, electric UAV. To address these limitations, an adaptive,
two-stage architectural framework was proposed and prototyped. This proposed framework
allows for easy integration with existing detection and classification algorithms optimized
for rapid inference. Additionally, a generic, reusable, and extensible training harness for
training and validation of neural network models was developed. With this training harness,
custom CNN models were developed and optimized for resource-constrained target clas82

sification on distant, aerial targets. These custom models outperform the baseline COTS
models in processing time and accuracy. To utilize these models, a complete, demonstrable
prototype framework was instantiated that exemplified the proposed novel SAA architecture using COTS hardware and prototyped software. This architecture demonstrates an
adaptive, two-stage, edge-centric architecture with detection and classification subsystems
that enables real-time operations of 4K sensor frame rates of at least 3 frames per second of
throughput using entirely on-platform processing. This frame rate enables continuous forward vehicle flight, and effectively eliminates any hover required while image processing.
This novel architecture enables efficient, on-platform processing effectively eliminating
any required offloading of high resolution imagery and reducing energy consumption for
battery powered UAVs

8.3

Future Work

While much progress was made during the course of this research, future work should continue. Further refinements to the Classification Subsystem neural networks would likely
bring new processing and accuracy improvements. Performing a methodical hyperparameter optimization would also be of benefit. The UAV power models used for the initial
energy consumption investigation could be fully considered for all phases of flight for a
more representative, hypothetical mission to gain further insight into the overall energy improvements for a typical UAV use case. Additionally, characterizing and adding processor
and sensor energy consumption for various system loads to this already robust power model
is desired.
The system framework was initially prototyped using COTS hardware and using a
non-Real-Time Operating System (RTOS). Completing some level of hardware optimization using purpose-built embedded hardware and neural cores would bring further performance improvements and allow for more performant algorithms. Additionally, hosting the
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prototype software on a RTOS would bring uniformity and deterministic timing to the system across long-term execution. This would likely be a non-negotiable requirement in a
fielded safety-critical system such as SAA.
The datasets used to train the baseline and custom models were collected in the United
States at an Ohio county airport. As such, there is unintended bias present in the dataset as
the general aviation aircraft and bird species present in the images are indigenous to that
area of the world. The dataset should be expanded to include more variety and diversity
and be more representative. For example, the aircraft contained in the dataset are generally
United States-based, single-engine aircraft, which is not fully representative of the types of
aircraft that would be found at larger airports or near helipads.
Investigating the use of stereo vision to add depth as an input to the system is a logical
next step. Additionally, using video instead of still frames would add a temporal dimension
to further exploit image inference accuracy and give a sense of progression, especially to an
operator at the Ground Control Station. As a system of this sort gets closer to fielding, the
possibility of adding other sensors such as Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) could surpass the
current limitations of VMC-only operations. A SWIR sensor could extend the operations
to include IMC and visual obscurations.
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